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In the News

3M Healthcare Spinoff Officially Launched

Stay updated on industry transformations with the official launch of 3M Healthcare
Spinoff, as reported on Cleanlink.

Learn More

North America Fulford Leaves SPR

Stay informed about recent industry changes with North America Fulford's departure
from SPR, as reported on OPI.net, and learn more about the details of this significant
development and its impact on the North American market.

Read more

WSA Scholarship Deadline Extended

To accommodate for ongoing delays with FAFSA processing, the application deadline
has been extended to April 30. Learn more about the scholarship and find a flyer to
share with your employees.

Read more

Furniture

Indiana Furniture Announces Move to New Corporate
Headquarters

Read Indiana Furniture's exciting announcement as they reveal plans to move to a new
corporate headquarters. See the details of this strategic move and its potential impact on
the company's operations and future growth, exclusively on Indiana Furniture's website.

Read more

Elevate Your Workspace: Discover the Perfect Office Furniture
to Complement the 2024 Pantone Color of the Year, Peach
Fuzz

Explore Coe Distributing's latest blog post on elevating your workspace with the perfect
office furniture to complement the 2024 Pantone Color of the Year, Peach Fuzz. Delve
into creative ideas and design inspirations to enhance your office environment,
exclusively on Coe Distributing's blog.

Read more

Technology

HP is an Employee Productivity Company

Explore how HP is redefining its role as an "employee productivity company" in the
digital age. Dive into the details of HP's innovative approach to enhancing workplace
efficiency and collaboration, as discussed in this insightful article on The Imaging
Channel.

Read more

Watch Now
Imaging Supplies Update from I-ITC What’s Safe What’s Legal

 
Miss out on the latest update from I-ITC on government regulations, counterfeit awareness, the innovative I-ITC Certification, and more?

Watch it now in the member resource center!

Advocacy Alerts

GSAs Commercial Platforms Program to Grow by Five
Providers

Stay updated on federal contracting with the expansion of GSA's Commercial
Platforms Program by five providers. Explore the details of this significant development
and its implications for government procurement, as reported on Federal News
Network.

Read more

Senate Passes Joint Employer CRA! 

Stay informed about recent legislative developments with the Senate's passage of the
Joint Employer CRA. Delve into the details of this significant decision and its
implications for businesses and employees, exclusively on WSA's platform.

Read more

ISSA Updates

Journey of a Germ Study Reveals Backpacks can Harbor
Hundres of Thousands of Germs

Explore the revealing findings of the "Journey of a Germ" study, uncovering that
backpacks can harbor hundreds of thousands of germs. Delve into the insights
provided by this eye-opening vodcast on Cleanlink, shedding light on hygiene practices
and the importance of cleanliness in everyday items.

Read more

Smart Labels

Smart labels are not a new technology, but they are certainly more prevalent and
relevant than in years past. Dive into this article and explore smart labels and the
impact they are having on the industry.

Read more

Are You Future Ready?

Learn about new strategies that help embrace technology and prepare your workforce
for the future! 

Read more

Smart Business Source

Is This Any Way to Run a Business? The Transition of your
new Business

Discover insights into post-acquisition integration to ensure the long-term success of a
business deal. This article underscores the importance of a comprehensive Transition
Plan involving key stakeholders from both buyer and seller, setting the stage for a
smooth and effective integration process in the months following the transaction.

Read more

What about Wednesdays

Explore innovative workplace strategies with Gensler's insightful blog post on "Planning
for the Busiest Day in the New Hybrid Office." Gain valuable insights into designing
hybrid office spaces that accommodate peak utilization while fostering collaboration
and productivity.

Read more

ICYMI
Simplify Promo:

Tripping Up on the Traps
 

  If you missed part 3 of Simplify Promo, WSA’s webinar series presented by PromoEQP and Mark8Media, watch the recording now.
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